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This a list of engines available in vehicles produced by Chrysler throughout the company's
history. This list includes engines installed in vehicles sold in North America under the
domestic Mopar brands, excluding those built and marketed by Chrysler's various foreign
subsidiaries. Chrysler's small-block V8 engines all derive from the classic A engine:. Chrysler's
big-block V8s fall into the following families:. Chrysler Turbine engines - In the s, Chrysler
experimented with gas turbine engines. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list
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Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram. Current parents Stellantis â€”present. The Chrysler is a
five-passenger mid-sized automobile [1] that was manufactured and marketed by Chrysler from
model years to across two generations in four-door sedan and two-door convertible first
generation only body styles. The nameplate debuted on the C , a prototype hybrid vehicle
shown at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit and based on the Chrysler The
C concept was engineered to accept either traditional gasoline, hybrid or full-electric
powertrains. The first generation Chrysler was a restyled, rebadged and re-engineered version
of the third generation Chrysler Sebring that began production in Although the JS platform , of
Mitsubishi origins, had been retained, there were many cosmetic and powertrain changes to the
The 2. Chrysler's new Pentastar 3. A flex-fuel version of the 3. Other changes included stiffer
body mounts, revised suspension geometry with a softer ride rate, a new rear sway bar, and
upgraded tires. The was also more highly equipped than the Sebring. Chrysler added features
such as LED lighting, thicker seat cushioning with higher quality materials, along with new
measures to decrease noise, vibration, and harshness. According to Edmunds' Acevedot, "by
changing the name, Chrysler was able to let its midsize offering ride the coattails of the Chrysler
and to encourage consumers to think of the as the younger brother of the flagship "; as an
all-new generation of the was released at the same time. Acevedot also noted that the name
change has the added benefit of distancing itself from its predecessor, a vehicle notorious for
quality issues and fleet pervasiveness. In early , Chrysler CEO Sergio Marchionne announced
that the first generation model will be short lived and a redesigned next generation model would
appear in auto shows January The Chrysler Convertible featured revised suspensions. Prior to
the model year, the suspension on convertibles was largely shared with the Sebring that
preceded it. The softtop convertible now matches the sedan's revised suspension. The
retractable-hardtop could not fully accommodate the changes because the stiffer suspension
would have made the ride too harsh. In the S trim was removed and became two appearance
options, S Interior and S Exterior options - that could be added to other models. Mid-year in the
model year, Chrysler unveiled the It also featured custom Carhartt embroidery atop the most
premium interior options for the The S Special Edition evolved into the Super S the following
year, with additional performance improvements. The limited edition Chrysler Super S was a
Mopar modified version and included two stages. Stage One enhancements include a chin
spoiler, mesh upper and lower grilles with the upper grille finished in gloss black, as well as
satin chrome grille and fog light trim. Side sills are included with gray or hyper black inch
wheels, while black chrome badges and satin chrome side molding differentiate the Super S.
Additional satin chrome finishes include the rear light bar, as well as a new trunk lid spoiler and
a matte black diffuser. Stage Two enhancements are mechanical. A cold-air intake is fitted
under the hood while a cat-back exhaust replaces the stock setup. A coil-over suspension
provides a lowered ride height and a lower center of gravity. In Europe between and , the
Convertible was rebranded and marketed under the Italian Lancia marque. Becoming available
in mid as an early Model Year vehicle, the second generation debuted at the North American
International Auto Show in Detroit, Michigan, and became available in dealership showrooms
shortly after. The second-generation also had the best V6 horsepower [19] the lowest
drag-coefficient, [20] and was the first car in its segment to have a dial-based gear shift. The
second generation is only offered in sedan form. Chrysler noted the declining demand for
convertibles, and high costs to create a convertible version using the all-new platforms, as
reasons for not offering a convertible version. At its launch, the was available in base LX ,

Limited , sporty S , and top-of-the-range C trim levels. Midway through the model year, new
Touring , Limited Platinum , and C Platinum trims were added in place of the previous Limited
and C. The continued in production at Sterling Heights Assembly with the plant's paint shop
received upgrades to facilitate production. The is equipped with either a 2. An all wheel drive
system is available with the 3. The system detects adverse road conditions and engages,
sending power to all 4 wheels. The system disengages when increased traction is no longer
needed. The new models debuted midyear as The model year production run was exactly four
months, with enough dealer supply to last through midyear The all-new Chrysler offered four
different Uconnect infotainment systems:. Technology features include a 7-inch LED screen full
color instrument cluster, standard electronic rotary dial replacing the console shifter, push
button start, an available 8. An open pass through center console provides storage. An Alpine
9-speaker and subwoofer system as well as a dual panoramic sunroof are available options on
S and C trims while Limited trims are available with a traditional single panel sunroof. While in
his initial announcement of this news, he criticized the car's rear-door entry - some have argued
this may not be due to the car's quality or success [29] - particularly as the second-generation
Chrysler has been a high volume seller for FCA. Marchionne had said that he would be willing to
continue production of the Chrysler , if another automaker continued it - though he did not
specify if he was seeking another manufacturer to produce the as-is, or as a captive import of
another vehicle. Either solution would not impact FCA's CAFE margins, [31] thus allowing it to
continue selling the cars while existing as primarily a truck manufacturer in the United States.
At the Detroit Auto Show , Marchionne explained the decision to end production, and not offer a
replacement for the US or Canada: "I can tell you right now that both the Chrysler and the
Dodge Dart, as great products as they were, were the least financially rewarding enterprises that
we've carried out inside FCA in the last eight years," adding "I don't know one investment that
was as bad as these two were. The company had to find additional capacity for Jeep and Ram.
Chrysler was thinking about using the Chrysler in the advertisement, since it had a higher retail
price than the and also enjoyed better press-reviews, but quickly rejected the idea since the is
not manufactured in the United States, but in Ontario, Canada and would not fit the company's
new branding. This commercial enjoyed great popularity among viewers, [35] with the term
"Chrysler " being the second most-searched term on Google the day after the Super Bowl and
search traffic for the vehicle going up by percent on AOL Autos. The Chrysler also featured
heavily in the London-based Live Another Day spinoff series of A legally required front
numberplate is not present, the rear numberplate details are for a Ford Mondeo. From
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Compact executive car. Beta Trevi. Executive car. Thema I. Thema II. Flavia II. Large MPV.
Sports car. Rally "". Delta S4. Rally car. Racing car. Montecarlo Turbo. Fiat S. The dynamic,
sophisticated Chrysler brought American-made style to the streets from to Its available luxury
features made it a standout choice among midsize sedans and its legion of fans attests to the
impact it had. The Chrysler is no longer in production, but you may be able to purchase a
pre-owned vehicle through your local dealer. Contact your dealer to learn more. Your vehicle
was built to run. Get to know the full capabilities of your vehicle and how to help keep it running
strong with your owners manual. Learn more about the capability and performance of current
Chrysler Brand vehicles. Learn more about the lineup of current Chrysler Brand vehicles.
Compare features across models and use our build and price tool to find your perfect adventure
companion. The Chrysler is a sleek, luxurious sedan that delivers the comfort and style
embodied by the You may be able to purchase a used Chrysler through your local dealer.
Please note that stock is limited and your local dealer may be unable to source a Chrysler for
you. Skip to main content. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. Owners
Portal. Chrysler Unfortunately, the Chrysler has been discontinued and is no longer in
production. The Chrysler was discontinued in Find Your Country. Site Map. Contact Us. Search
Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base model, optional equipment not
included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers may change at any time
without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer. Should you encounter an issue
accessing any content on Access to The Chrysler 4. The 4. For some period, the new 4. In , the
PowerTech family replenished with a 3. The engine block was designed from scratch and all
dimensions are new. The debuted engine was fitted with a nodular cast-iron crankshaft, which
is attached to the block by using a single bedplate instead of five individual main-bearing caps.
The bedplate made of compacted graphite iron adds rigidity to the block and reduces noise and
vibration. This engine has powder-forged metal, fracture-split connecting rods the length is 6.
From underneath, the crankcase is sealed by a stamped steel oil pan. While the 3. The engine is
equipped with cast aluminum alloy cylinder heads. Between each head and engine block, there
is a three-layer laminated stainless steel gasket. Head bolts are 11 mm. Each cylinder head has
only two valves per cylinder and one top-mounted, chain-driven hollow camshaft SOHV design.
Intake and exhaust valves are pushed apart and rocker arms are turned by degrees relative to
each other. This configuration allowed to make the shape of the combustion chamber and the
arrangement of spark plugs more efficient almost hemispherical chambers. The diameter of
intake valves 1. The valvetrain is equipped with hydraulic lash adjusters. Camshaft
specifications: the valve lift is 0. On top of each cylinder head, there is a cast magnesium valve
cover. The engine has an electronic fuel injection system sequential multi-port injection. The
fuel injectors are mounted to the intake port in the head. The new tuned-length runner intake
manifold is made of polymer material. The engine speed is controlled by an electronic throttle
body fly-by-wire. The diameter of the throttle valve is 2. In , Chrysler introduced a "High-Output"
version of the 4. This engine has an additional 30 horsepower and 35 lb-ft of torque over a basic
engine. In , the base version also got two knock sensors and other minor changes. But in , the
4. From the model year, the 4. The bottom received new lightweight pistons and forged steel
36MnVS4 material connecting rods. The compression ratio was increased from 9. Ports in the
heads were reworked and now have a better flow. The valvetrain was equipped with a
redesigned valve lash adjuster system. The revised 4. The longest time of using the PowerTech
V8 4. Chrysler replaced this 4. The engine received mixed reviews from the owners. Modern
technology fans focus on that the new engine turned out to be too conservative, even the move
of camshafts to the heads did not give significant advantages. On the other hand, the previous
Magnum V8 was stronger and durable, and of modern engines, the Hemi V8s are a more
interesting choice. But in fact, the 4. It has a strong cast-iron block and bedplate, a minimum
number of electronic systems to fail, and reliable timing chains. On early models, there were
some problems with failed hydraulic lash adjusters that could lead to rocker arms kick out of
their working positions. The engine life is near , miles , km with only normal maintenance. But
keep in mind, the PowerTech engine family does not tolerate poor maintenance. The engine
requires the use of thin oils and a short time between oil changes; otherwise, the engine begins
to become very dirty from the inside, which leads to more serious problems. Home Chrysler 4.
Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material.
Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement,
cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine
oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Chrysler Features and Specs Year Trim Select Trim. Drivetrain All Wheel.
Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts NA.
Transmission Order Code DF5. Number of Transmission Speeds 9. First Gear Ratio :1 4. Second

Gear Ratio :1 2. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 1. Sixth Gear
Ratio :1 0. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 0. Eighth Gear Ratio :1 0. Ninth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Reverse
Ratio :1 3. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel Tank.
Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without mirrors inches Height
inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches Minimum Ground Clearance inches 5.
Liftover Height inches Interior Dimensions. Total Passenger Volume cubic feet Front Head
Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches
Second Row Head Room inches Second Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder Room
inches Second Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Trunk Space cubic feet Steering
Type Rack-Pinion. Steering Ratio :1 NA. Turns, lock to lock NA. Front Suspension Type Strut.
Rear Suspension Type Multi-Link. Brake Type 4-Wheel Disc. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel.
Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness
inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 18
X 8. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size inches 18 X 8. Rear Wheel Material
Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches Compact. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Spare Tire Size
Compact. Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight,
dead weight hitch pounds NA. Maximum Trailer Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds NA.
Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds NA. Weight Information. Base Curb
Weight pounds Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Chrysler Specs for Other Model Years
Chrysler Chrysler Chrysler convertible Chrysler sedan Chrysler convertible Chrysler sedan
Chrysler convertible Chrysler sedan Chrysler convertible Chrysler sedan. Engine: 3. Wheels:
18" x 8. Radio: Uconnect 5. Crash Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. While
the news columns are abuzz about the Chrysler and the smaller Dodge Dart going out of
production later this year , newly built examples are still arriving at dealerships. After previously
testing a mainstream equipped with the standard 2. The edition tested here, with a V-6 and
front-wheel drive, deserves better. This wore handsome Black Forest Green Pearl paint, so dark
it looks black under some lighting conditions, over a Linen and Black interior. It most resembles
the Fusion in profile, but with less sharply creased character lines. Speaking of character, we
wish Chrysler had seen fit to give the a more brand-specific face instead of letting it go into the
world looking so much like what it isâ€”a slightly longer version of the Dart. The difference is
reflected outside, with longer overhangs and a less appealing stance. Inside, the Chrysler
measures a couple of cubic feet short on total interior volume. This is most evident in the rear
seat, which mounts too low for comfort in an effort to yield competitive headroom under the
sloping roofline. Teens and adults are apt to complain that their knees are higher than their
elbows. Front-seat space, by contrast, feels large, and the seats are comfortable, with decent
lumbar support and bottom cushions long enough for tall drivers. And the cubic-foot trunk
space matches that of the segment leaders. Our test car was outfitted in Limited Platinum trim,
a new designation this year that packs a lot of value. Initially, the base LX and the one-step-up
Limited offered only the four-cylinder engine, while the sportier S and luxury-centered C opened
the pathway to V-6 and all-wheel-drive options. Late in , Chrysler made the V-6 optional on
Limited models you still need to go for the S or the C to get all-wheel drive. Neither Chevy nor
Ford offers a V-6 in their mid-size sedans Ford has a twin-turbo 2. The has a nine-speed
automatic while most competitors have traditional six-speed automatics; the Nissan has a
continuously variable automatic and the Passat a six-speed dual-clutch automatic. The ZF-built
nine-speed was problematic in , warranting at least one recall for a quality-control issue
involving the wiring harness, and its software needed a couple of updates to address harsh
shifting. But aside from an occasional jolt when we dipped deep into the accelerator to trigger a
two-gear downshift, it worked well in this car. Shifts were generally smooth, and when the
transmission seemed to hold on to a high gear too long in the interest of fuel economy, manual
inputs to the little toggle shifters elicited prompt responses. At the track, this ran from zero to
60 mph in a brisk 5. The also accelerates well in tomph and tomph increments, up at the pointy
end of the performance spectrum in a class not known for performance. Like the Dart, the
shares its basic architecture with the Alfa Romeo Giulietta not to be confused with the
rear-drive Giulia coming to America , with an independent suspension at both axles and a
structure rigid enough to allow engineers to tune the suspension properly. The Goodyear
Assurance rubber lets it down on the skidpad, allowing only 0. The brakes are upgraded with
the V-6, but only with slightly larger rotors and still dependent on single-piston sliding calipers.
Grippier tires would help here, too. Our sound meter said this example was 2 decibels quieter at
a mph cruise than was the AWD version tested earlier, lending some support to our earlier
speculation that the AWD hardware was transmitting noise up through the trunk floor. Still, our
favored Mazda 6 is louder inside 70 decibels at 70 mph. The Uconnect system, as in other FCA
products, stands out for its intuitive ease of use, a short learning curve, and minimal

distractions. The steering, throttle, and brakes all felt in balance, requiring similar degrees of
effort in relation to response. Call us
2011 ram 1500 tipm
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fools for power, deaf to road noise, or simply advocates for cars over crossovers, but we
enjoyed our time in the Limited Platinum. No one would mistake it for a sporty car, but it was a
pleasant family sedan for commuting and household chores. We think Chrysler is shortsighted
in abandoning this crucial segment even for a model year or two. However that works out, there
are a few months left in which buyers could score a value-packed deal. Displacement: cu in, cc
Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's
Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans
and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

